Dean Forest Beekeepers - Chairman’s Report 2020
It has been a difficult year. I’ve been saddened each time I’ve seen calendar reminders for our
cancelled shows, courses, & social events. However, despite the challenges we have kept DFB
active; our bees are healthy, our apiary is in top condition, new beekeepers have mentors where
they’ve requested one, we’ve kept the shop running, and we’ve managed to get together online
throughout the season. Thank you to our committee for driving these matters forward.
Apiary: Richard Matthews has done an excellent job of arranging and leading the apiary team
that we lovingly call the “COVID Defence Force”. These members generously volunteered and
each has visited the apiary on their own, once a week, to care for a subset of our colonies.
Richard’s apiary strategy worked well; reduce the number of colonies through mergers, provide
space early to reduce swarming, and limit increase by uniting swarm control splits back to the
original colony once the new queen was known to be well mated or vice versa. Given the
inability to implement our plan to extract the apiary honey as a group activity we decided to
auction the entire crop to the highest member bidder. The crop was roughly half that of last year
due to an average spring flow and an almost non-existent main flow. A small team took care of
the Varroa treatment, late summer feeding and generally getting the colonies right for Winter.
We are taking a total of 18 colonies into winter, including 3 nucs. We’ve all realised the
usefulness of a good Record Card and WhatsApp group chat this season. Thanks to all
involved.
Ladi Broadman, plus a few willing helpers, have maintained our apiary infrastructure throughout
the year. The gabion basket retaining wall has been a big job but is looking very professional
and we look forward to using the area that has been created for queen rearing in 2021. Ladi has
decided to step down as our Apiary Infrastructure Manager and I know you will all join me in
thanking him for such dedicated commitment and contribution, he’s a true friend of DFB. A
special thanks also goes to Julie and Les Cockle who have cut the grass all season keeping it
smart and well maintained.
We’ve met throughout the season at our online Zoom virtual apiary sessions. Despite some
trepidation I’ve been very happy with how these worked. Great questions from our members (I’m
looking at you Andrew Cook) and good advice provided by our experts (in particular Jim & Val
V-G and Adam Parker).
When I’ve spoken to members about the season I am always asked to thank Geoff Lloyd and
Anna Stankiewicz for running the weekly mobile DFB shop in the Coleford Library car park.
Thanks Geoff & Anna!
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We had planned to roll out the queen rearing programme to the group leaders this year. Given
our inability to meet and work together the project has been put on hold.
Education & Certification: We made the decision to cancel the Basic Course after the winter
theory lessons were completed and offered all students the option to retake in 2021 or to
receive a partial refund. All other training courses were postponed and eventually cancelled. We
are planning to run the 2021 Basic training course through a mixture of online theory delivery
and small group practical training. We are expanding the provision of mentoring for
inexperienced beekeepers and providing the offer of coaching to anyone preparing to take a
BBKA exam. For our winter module study group we are covering “Module 6: Honeybee
Behaviour” with plans for additional Revision Groups for the considerable numbers who have
said they want to take the Basic Certification or Honeybee Health Certification.
Winter Lectures: Our internal and external speakers were very good and covered a wide range
of topics; Honeybee Mythology (me!), Nucleus Best Practice (Jim Vivian-Griffiths), The Worker
Bee (Anne Rowberry), and our ever popular Swarm Control Workshop (Di Webb, Adam Parker,
Val Vivian-Griffiths). We recently kicked off the 2020 winter lectures with an online webinar on
Varroa Resistance by Professor Stephen Martin. We will be collecting and providing DFB brood
samples to Salford university to support their study of varroa resistance in 2021.
GBKA AGM: This year we also hosted the GBKA AGM. Rosemary and Bob Snowdon provided
lovely lunch and Gordon Bull gave a talk on "The most famous beekeeper you've never heard of
- Dzierzon". Rosemary and Bob have decided it is time to step back from all the catering they do
for us and I know you all join me in sincerely thanking them for doing it for so long.
Special Interest Groups: Our Botany and Microscopy groups have continued as WhatsApp
groups this year. The Botany group has been very busy with lots of conversation, questions,
and picture quizzes by our resident expert, Anna Stankiewicz.
Social Events: We were able to meet for our film night in February and enjoyed the emotional
tale portrayed by the Oscar winning “Honeyland”. We do plan to hold other such similar
evenings when feasible. Our bee safari and summer BBQ were unfortunately cancelled.
Public Engagement: All public shows and our Honey Show were cancelled this year.
Closing Thoughts: Although 2021 brings more uncertainty we’ve learnt a lot and have the
opportunity to plan. If you have ideas for us to consider please do get in touch. Finally,
remember that it was a tough summer season for many colonies of bees with little summer
income in many local areas and although balsam and ivy have really helped you should
remember to heft your hives during the winter to avoid starvation.
Jonathan Axe (Chairman)
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